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The following testimony was delivered on March 13, 2015 as part of B4U-ACT’s spring 2015 
workshop, “Working with Minor-Attracted Persons & their Families: Facing Dilemmas 
Together.”  
 
 

 
 
My name is Paul Christiano. I’m a 38-year-old professional dancer from Chicago. I’ve been 
volunteering as B4U-ACT’s administrative assistant since 2008. I’m primarily attracted to girls 
between the ages of 7 and 11, though I’m still capable of finding adult women attractive on 
occasion. I’m one of the few MAPs here who has a criminal record: In 2000, I was convicted of 
Possession of Child Pornography and sentenced to lifetime classification as a “Sexual Predator” 
on the Illinois registry. I’ve spoken at past workshops about the effects of the registry on my 
professional life and the added bonus of being profiled by Internet vigilantes. Today, I’d like to 
speak about the consequences of coming out as minor-attracted to a significant other; in my 
case, an ex-girlfriend.  
 
This story begins nearly 30 years ago on Valentine’s Day, 1986. I don’t know about other 
elementary schools, but in mine, classroom tradition dictated that we exchange Valentines with 
opposite-sex classmates. As an over-earnest 4th-Grader with a subzero popularity ranking, I was 
constantly failing to get girls to like me. My obsession with gymnastics – particularly the sport’s 
more feminine, expressive aspects – didn’t help matters, as I could frequently be found 
imitating women’s floor exercise routines during recess, wholly oblivious to the spectacle I was 
making of myself.  
 
That year I decided to customize Valentines for all the girls in my class. I cut out five-point stars 
from yellow construction paper and carefully etched with my mother’s calligraphy pen a name 
on one side and the superlative I felt best suited that particular girl on the other: “Cutest,” 
“Prettiest,” “Funniest,” etc. What I discovered is that girls do not appreciate being 
presumptuously reduced to their most endearing characteristics, especially by the most 
unpopular boy in 4th Grade, and especially when only one girl can be “Prettiest,” (who, by the 
way, was far more mortified than she was flattered). But this story isn’t about the “Prettiest” girl. 
This story is about Shayna Z., a would-be 3rd-Grader had she not skipped 2nd Grade, who’d 
earned particular student-body respect the previous fall for declaring within easy earshot of our 
teacher to have located my namesake in Webster’s Dictionary under “Ass.”  
 
In a moronic attempt at a Valentine’s Day peace offering, I awarded Shayna the coveted honor,  
“Tiniest,” given her uncanny resemblance in both stature and countenance to “Kira,” the 
Gelfling muppet from that Jim Henson movie, The Dark Crystal (an oddly attractive character, 
in my opinion), but beneath that muppet-like exterior lurked a diabolical emotional sadist. 
Shayna took daily pleasure in reducing my self-esteem to ash, and always with the same 
delirious gratitude for making her job so damn easy, this instance being no exception:  Before I 
could barely sit down, Shayna storms to my desk – forty whopping inches of pure indignation – 
shakes her gold star, screams, “This is what you think of me?!” rips it up, and throws it in my 
face, presumably on behalf of every girl present. To this day I’m terrified of short people. 
 



Okay, so fast forward 13 years to August 1999. I’m 23 years old and still recovering from the 
psychotic break known as puberty, which included two high school suicide attempts, one post-
high school attempt, and two mental hospitalizations, due in one part to my burgeoning sexual 
interest in children and in the other to my generally tormented disposition. (My Junior year I 
was actually rejected by Rush-Presbyterian Hospital for a clinical field trial study because I 
qualified for too many disorders). I’m also rounding my sixth month under house arrest while I 
await sentencing for purchasing child pornography and face up to 15 years in prison. One 
afternoon, as I contemplate the sheer power of these charges to define me over and above any 
worthy, honorable thing I’d ever done, my father hands me the phone, and my duck-and-cover 
reflex short-circuits when the woman on the other end introduces herself as, “Shayna Z.”  
 
She says, “I’ve been having dreams about you.” 
 
Apparently, these dreams tipped her off to certain childhood injustices she then felt compelled 
to track me down and apologize for. (Keep in mind, this was back in the day before Facebook or 
even Classmates.com, when you actually had to consult a phone book and do some leg work to 
find people, so I was pretty impressed.) She went on to confess that after she’d try her hardest at 
school to make me cry (and frequently succeed), she’d go home and nag her mom about signing 
her up for gymnastics, because watching me prance and flip on the playground secretly inspired 
her. Upon further inspection, Shayna and I concluded that everybody we knew in school 
could’ve been friends if we hadn’t all been so goddamn afraid of each other. I cannot overstate 
the impact of that phone call: A key historical player in my life randomly resurfaces, figuratively 
hands me a mended gold star, and completely rewrites the script I’d been following since I was 
10 years old.  
 
So, Shayna proposes meeting up for lunch; that is, if I don’t mind her two-year-old daughter, 
“Alison,” tagging along. I decide that this fact entitles her to an explanation of why I can’t leave 
my house, so I cop to the small matter of house arrest, and before I know it, I’m waxing 
diarrhea-of-the-mouth about my life’s every last parentally mortifying detail. I make clear that 
purchasing the porn was no accident, but the result of an erotic attraction I’d been grappling to 
make sense of since I was 14. I tell her I’m worried she can’t trust me in light of what I’ve done, 
but then she reminds me of the Paul she once knew and says, “You don’t have to prove to me 
you’re a decent person; I already know you are.” She says, “I’d still love to see you, as long as you 
don’t put the moves on my daughter.” I assure her the odds are greater of me striking up a 
rapport with a rubber plant.  One week later, Shayna makes the 20-mile trek to visit me, and lo 
and behold, I elicit my first laugh from a toddler.  It was the first time in my life I felt like a man.   
 
Over the ensuing weeks, Shayna and Alison dropped straight to my core like divine Alka-Seltzer.  
Watching that nasty little 4th-Grader rise to the occasion of being a single mother blindsided me 
with the most unadulterated desire to care for somebody I’ve ever felt. I could not imagine a 
more noble purpose in life than marrying Shayna and raising that little girl, but thanks to police 
restrictions, I can’t even leave my house to take Shayna to a movie. 
 
Alison’s father, “Jake” – Shayna’s ex-boyfriend – raked in an impressive salary managing an ink 
factory, blew most of his paycheck on pot and the riverboat casino, and coughed up about 
$50.00/month in child support. Not wanting to deprive Alison of the opportunity to know her 
father, Shayna tried her hardest to pursue amicable relations. One day, perhaps subconsciously 
soliciting rescue from her questionable taste in men, Shayna casually name-drops me to a friend 
within easy earshot of Jake, dubbing me “an old friend in legal trouble.” Jake consults his aunt – 
conveniently enough a member of my hometown police force – for details. He then promises 
Shayna he’ll bash both our heads in with a baseball bat if he ever catches Alison near me again. 



Jake’s sudden attack of fatherly concern pleasantly surprised us both, considering he’d spent 
even less of the $50.00 child support equivalent in time as a personal caregiver. Then he starts 
providing Shayna a daily run-down of places and people she’s visited, proof that he’s monitoring 
her whereabouts, so Shayna scales back her visits and no longer brings Alison in the event she 
stops by, but that isn’t good enough for Jake, who takes Alison for a weekend, then refuses to 
give her back.  I agree to terminate contact until Shayna legally confirms her custodial rights. 
 
After three weeks and no news, I’m up to six Tylenol PMs and half a bottle of Nyquil a night in 
order to get to sleep. If that doesn’t work, I try screaming into pillows and hitting myself until I 
get tired. Exactly one month to the hour of Shayna’s last phone call, I start in at my wrists with a 
box cutter. Ten seconds later, the phone rings (I’m really not kidding). Shayna can tell I’m upset. 
I say, “I just never knew I could miss somebody so much,” then hijack the phone line for the next 
ten minutes, utterly inconsolable. After I calm down, Shayna recounts a month’s worth of family 
court proceedings, resulting, thankfully, in a victory for the primary caregiver. Two days later, 
she pays a visit to explain the custody agreement's finer points; namely, that she carry Alison off 
into the sunset without any help from me. Despite her heroic, post-partum conversion to 
altruism, Shayna's age-old compulsion to make me cry manages to survive the consciousness 
shift, though this time around she assures me it’s "nothing personal."  
 
Shayna risked her reputation as a good mother and woman of sound judgment, because she 
believed I was a better person than what any legal document had to say, but in assessing Alison’s 
future as the adoptive daughter of a sex offender and the rash of suspicion certain to result – 
friends, family, and the greater community forever questioning Shayna’s common sense and my 
motives – she could no longer justify raising Alison in the shadow of my crime. Even if Shayna’s 
family and friends managed to come around – unlikely as that was – she had no doubt Jake 
would do everything in his power to brainwash Alison into believing I was a monster. While I 
didn’t expect any less of Shayna than to do right by her daughter, it killed me to know my 
presence in their lives posed an unacceptable compromise no matter how much I loved them.  
 
So, I swallow 50 Tylenol PMs and wake up in ICU eight hours later with a catheter up my 
business and a hospital gown stained with the activated charcoal I’d vomited after receiving the 
second stomach pump of my suicidal career. I transfer to a state hospital for twelve days before 
returning home to resume house arrest. Five months later, the Court grants my attorney’s 
motion for a downward departure, reducing my sentence to five years’ probation with forensic 
out-patient treatment, and lifetime registration as a “Sexual Predator.”  
 
A year later, I embark on my first professional choreographic project, a kinetic Hallmark card of 
sorts set to four movements from Vivaldi’s The Four Seasons. I select 21 phrases from love 
letters I wrote Shayna (I kept all my rough drafts), convert them into Sign Language, expand the 
resultant gestures into full-body phrases and partnering sequences, secure ten dancers willing to 
work for snack money and a pat on the shoulder, and create Miracle, Interrupted, an 
acrobatic ballet charting the development and dissolution of a brief, intense relationship that 
appears divinely orchestrated in every respect, but nevertheless ends.  
 
Gerald Arpino, former artistic director of the Joffrey Ballet of Chicago, happens to attend the 
opening night performance. Two days later, he summons me to his office, commissions the piece 
for the company, and casts me as lead soloist. Miracle, Interrupted received its official 
Joffrey premiere – by complete coincidence – on Shayna’s birthday. Three days later, I accept a 
Ruth Page Award for Choreographic Excellence and finish out the year with a front-page spread 
in the Sunday Tribune “Arts” section, designated as one of sixteen “Chicagoans of the Year.”  
 



And so Shayna was responsible for the emotional holocaust that sparked fortunate trajectory of 
my professional life, a trajectory soon enough curtailed by the standardization of background 
check policies and the recklessly exercised Free Speech rights of Internet-savvy vigilantes, 
together ensuring that my criminal history, alongside some of my most brutally candid 
admissions of feelings, now rest a mouse-click away from any prospective employer, theater 
patron, or romantic partner curious enough to type my name into a search engine. 
 
When I came clean to myself about how much I wanted to be a husband and father, my paternal 
instinct mysteriously disentangled from my libido, a phenomenon I'm not sure how long 
would've lasted had my relationship with Shayna persisted for any length of time. While Shayna 
never outright questioned my ability to raise a little girl, I’m certain her decision not to dispute 
her ex-boyfriend's ultimatum had more than slightly to do with her own concerns about how to 
navigate Alison growing older and inevitably more beautiful with me in close proximity. As a 
bachelor, I'm quite capable of reveling in the euphoria this strange conflation of Eros and 
protectiveness evokes in me, all the while bearing in mind the ramifications of its expression, 
but how do I confirm my ability to honor a child's emotional, psychological, and sexual 
limitations in the intimate context of family life without placing an actual child in Desire's direct 
path? How do I prove that love under a pedophile's auspices need not equal its opposite without 
demanding a leap of faith unthinkable as this? 
 
Years ago, my mother – in a desperate effort to spare me further heartache and possible violence 
– implored me to “lie, lie, lie until you die” about who I am. She’s since conceded the futility of 
that plea, in light of the fact that privacy is obsolete, but transparency issues aside: If 
compromising my integrity is what it takes to be welcomed back into the social fold, I’d rather 
die alone. I’m simply not interested in people who aren’t capable of stomaching me in my 
entirety, though I take comfort in having spared a wife and children the desolate consequences 
of this relentless personal standard. 
 
In the past ten years, I’ve lost a total of 21 jobs on a technicality that has nothing to do with my 
work ethic or my artistic strengths or weaknesses. In the rare event a dance company risks its 
reputation to commission my work, I embrace the opportunity to convert grief into beauty, but 
always from within the confines of a quarantine that forbids me any genuine, unconditional 
exchange with the people I might otherwise call friends. In many ways, I’m still marinating in 
that puddle of tears on my bedroom floor where I last saw Shayna, keeping tabs on so much 
wasted potential.  
 
I’m not sure parental uncertainties as to my character and motivations can ever be resolved 
without my personal and professional livelihoods being offered up as a gesture of good faith. I 
am certain, however, that society will remain complicit in compromising the well-being of 
children and minor-attracted people alike so long as the mental health community stands idly 
by, refusing to challenge the knife-wielding playground stalker/sweet-talking soul murderer 
stereotypes. The next time a conversation devolves into a hate-fest about this or that “pervert,” I 
can only hope that the clinicians, educators, students, siblings, spouses, and parents in this 
room are brave enough to replace the village folklore with a human story. 
 
Thank you. 


